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My name is Albert H. Cohen.

I appear here as Chairman of

the Subcommittee on Determination of Taxable Income of the American

Institute of Certified Public Accountants ’ Committee on Federal
Taxation.
Our presentation on the proposed consolidated return
regulations is divided into two parts: first, we have what might

be called our "cornerstone" recommendations, and second, detailed
technical comments.
The detailed technical comments are presented in Appendix A

of this document and are submitted for your study.

We would be pleased

to meet with representatives of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue
Service to elaborate on them if you should consider it desirable.

General Reaction to the Proposed Regulations
Understandably, the points covered in our detailed comments
all involve provisions in the proposed regulations which we believe

should be changed, and in a sense each is critical of the proposed
regulations.

This necessary feature should not be taken to imply a

conclusion on our part that the proposed regulations are unsound in
their broad structure and approach.

In fact, we believe that the

proposed regulations in general take a fair approach and cover in

a clear manner the more important consolidated tax return problems.

In particular, we believe the provisions dealing with inter
company transactions and the concepts of deferred gain or loss and
deferred earnings and profits are in general accord with sound
financial accounting practice.

We have some specific suggestions

for change which we believe would improve the soundness of these

provisions.

Those on which I shall comment orally are repeated or

supplemented in our detailed comments.

All of these are made entirely

within the framework of the deferral pattern of the proposed
regulations.

We also wish to endorse the general acceptance evident in
the proposed regulations of the "unit" concept of an affiliated group

regardless of whether or not consolidated returns are filed.

This

concept is most evident in the definition of the term "separate return

limitation year” and the manner in which that term is applied in
imposing limitations on utilization of net operating losses, invest

ment tax credits, and foreign tax credits arising in separate return
years.

We make a number of suggestions which we believe are necessary

to more fully accept the unit concept.
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Our committee approached its consideration of the proposed

regulations with the belief that Congress, by eliminating the
2 per cent consolidated return penalty and by providing a specific
penalty for multiple surtax exemptions, has expressed a strong

encouragement to the filing of consolidated returns by affiliated
groups.

Accordingly, it is our view that the regulations should

further this objective and should refrain from penalizing affiliated

groups filing consolidated returns.

It will be seen that a number

of our recommendations call for removing some of the implicit penalties

where we can discern no possibility of widespread or meaningful abuse
which might call for a harsh rule.

While we appreciate the Treasury’s

practical legislative authority in the consolidated return area, we

believe this should be exercised with the utmost restraint and well
within the statutory provisions which Congress has expressly enacted

to affect taxpayers generally.
"Cornerstone" Recommendations

With this background let me present to you our "cornerstone"
recommendations .

A.

The unit concept of the affiliated group should be extended.

1.

We believe a separate return year should not be made a

"separate return limitation year" merely because

multiple surtax exemptions were elected.

That election

carried with it its own penalty, specifically

defined by Congress in the statute Itself, and no
additional "penalty" should be or need be imposed

administratively through the consolidated return
regulations.
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2.

Appropriate changes in the definition of "separate

return limitation year" should be made to prevent
the "fragmentation" of items arising in and among

an affiliated group during its affiliation if a

new common parent is superimposed on top of the
group and where technically the old group ceases
to exist.

We appreciate the need for some

limitations as between the old and new members of

a new affiliation, but believe strongly that the

members of the old affiliated group should be
treated as a unit.
3.

In applying the rules of Section 382(a) to affiliated
groups we believe the "change of business" concept

should be applied to the group as a whole rather than
on an affillate-by-affiliate basis.

Thus, it should

be possible for a purchaser of the stock of a common
parent company to change the business of one or more

of the affiliates without sacrifice of operating loss
carryovers if the changes are minor in relation to

the overall business activities of the affiliation.

B.

The deferred accounting rules should survive "deconsolidation"
but not "deaffiliation."
The proposed regulations provide that "deconsolidation"

will be an event calling for restoration of deferred gain or loss
items if deferred gains or losses on Inventory are involved or

if consolidated returns are filed for less than three
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consecutive taxable years.

We find both these miles

difficult to justify.
If deferred accounting for intercompany inventory
gains and losses is sound, as we believe it is, the deferral
should survive deconsolidation and be restored in the normal

course upon realization outside the group.

This is the rule

provided for other deferred items and we see no persuasive
reason to depart from it in the case of Inventory gains and

losses.

In most cases, in fact, restoration will occur

normally in the first deconsolidation year under the general

rules proposed.

The rule triggering restoration on deconsolidation
following less than three consecutive consolidated returns is
arbitrary and inequitable.

If there is a major change in law

which prompts the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to grant
blanket permission to deconsolidate, all groups should be

permitted to do so without penalty.
In all other cases we believe the requirement for
permission of the Commissioner in itself provides sufficient

safeguards against capricious in-and-out consolidations to

make a mandatory, arbitrary rule both unnecessary and
undesirable.

C.

The provisions covering basis adjustments and excess losses

should be coordinated with economically realistic proposed
regulations under Section 1552, covering earnings and profits.

The basis adjustment rules and the "excess losses"
rule represent a major departure from the present consolidated
-5-

return regulations.

While our own analysis has suggested a

number of changes we might consider appropriate, we believe

we cannot comment finally until regulations are proposed

under Section 1552.
The entire thrust of the rules now being proposed

is that there will be a ’’recapture” if any benefit is derived

by a group because of the operations of one or more of its
affiliates.

While this rule may be sound in some cases it can

be unreal in others.

For example, if the tax benefit of an

operating loss contributed to a consolidated return by one

affiliate can be awarded to that affiliate through reasonable

earnings and profits allocation rules which permit proper tax
sharing among members, we see no reason for imposing either
the basis reduction or excess losses rule.
Accordingly, even though we offer some specific

suggestions concerning the proposed rules in this area, we

find it necessary to protest their promulgation before
regulations are proposed under Section 1552.

We believe

reasonable rules under Section 1552 would make it

unnecessary to have such harsh ’’recapture” as contained in
the proposed regulations.
Completely aside from our basic objection, we discern

in these proposed rules a number of situations where the effect
would be to recapture capital losses or dividend eliminations
as ordinary income.

Uniformly, this result should be eliminated.

To sum up this area, we believe taxpayers should have
another opportunity to comment on these rules after regulations

are proposed under Section 1552.
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D.

Effective dates should be spelled out more clearly and all

retroactivity should be eliminated.
Throughout the proposed regulations new rules are
prescribed which in many cases have retroactive effect.

As

a general proposition we believe the new rules should be
entirely prospective in their application and this should be
stated clearly.

To provide now, for example, for a basis

adjustment on account of a transaction or event taking place

in, say, 1960, if a sale or exchange takes place after 1965

is clearly retroactivity and not prospective application
only.

This sort of retroactivity should be eliminated

throughout the regulations.
E.

More examples should be provided.

The proposed regulations Introduce several entirely

new concepts and require a number of novel computations.

The

examples in the proposed regulations are most helpful, and more
should be provided to Illustrate new concepts (e.g., "wash

amount”), to provide guidance to taxpayers now, and to minimize

disputes later.
Necessarily, our comments here have been general.
accompanying technical memorandum contains more detail.

Our

In it we

have related our recommendations to the specific proposed regulations

sections involved.

This memorandum covers points which involve major

policy or technical matters and, in some cases, elements of detail

which we consider to be important enough to warrant your consideration.

This concludes our general statement.

Let me reiterate our

willingness to amplify any of our suggestions if you should find it
desirable and to discuss any of them with you in detail at your request.
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APPENDIX A

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM ON PROPOSED REGULATIONS
UNDER SECTION 1502 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

REGARDING CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION

of the
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

Technical Memorandum on Proposed Regulations
Under Section 1502 of the Internal Revenue Code
Regarding Consolidated Returns

Part I.
Substantive Technical Comments

Section
1.1502-1(f)

1
A separate return limitation year should not
occur if the common parent of a group filing
either a consolidated return or separate re
turns is acquired by another company which becomes
a new common parent. In this case the consoli
dated return change of ownership rules should
Impose the only limitations on carryover items
from the former affiliated group. This latter
rule provides sufficient protection against
abuse. Under the rule as written, the carryover
items of the former affiliated group will be
completely "fragmented” and this is a harsher
result than would prevail if the group had not
been acquired by the creation of a new top
parent.
2

1.1502-1(f)

The condition in this provision that the
multiple surtax exemption not be elected
should be eliminated, since a specific statutory
penalty has been provided for this election.

3
1.1502-1(g)

Because the concept "consolidated return change
of ownership" is new, it should be provided
that a consolidated return change of ownership
results only from a transaction taking place
in a taxable year beginning after 1965. Any
transaction which took place before this taxable
year should not be considered to represent a
consolidated return change of ownership.

Section
1.1502-3(a)(1)
and (2)

4

Investment tax credit should be based on selling
price (fair market value) regardless of whether
or not intercompany gain or loss is deferred.
As an alternative, investment credit attributable
to any deferred intercompany gain might be
deferred until the gain is restored.
5

1.1502-5(b)(2)

If separate declarations of estimated tax are
filed, but a consolidated return is filed, an
alternate should be permitted to the rules
stated here. This alternate should permit all
of the test to be applied on a consolidated
basis, with only one $100,000 exemption, even
though separate declarations actually were
filed. For example, if the sum of the amounts
paid with separate declarations equals 70%
of the tax reported on the consolidated return,
less $100,000, there should be no underpayment.

6
1.1502-5(b)(3)

There appears to be no reason to change the
present allocation rule, which permits the tax
payer a choice of the allocation methods
allowed under Section 1552 regardless of which
is elected for earnings and profits purposes.
We recommend that the present rule be retained.

7

1.15O2-13(c)(3)(i)
and (ii)

The procedure for electing and securing the
consent of the Commissioner should be spelled
out in detail.

It should also be made clear that the elections
not to defer may be made applicable to a con
solidated return year later than the first
year beginning after 1965. That is, a group
should have a continuing opportunity to elect
not to defer, with the condition that the elec
tion, once made, shall be binding unless
revoked with the consent of the Commissioner.
8

1.1502-13(0)(4)

Not only the character but also the source (i.e.,
U.S. or foreign) of the deferred gain or loss
should be determined at the time of the deferred
Intercompany transaction as if such transaction
had not occurred during a consolidated return
year.
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Section

1.1502-13(c)(6)

9

The manner of determining "greatest portion"
should be specified. It could depend on value,
adjusted basis, or some other factor.

This comment also applies to Proposed Regula
tions Section 1.1502-14(d)(5).
10

1.1502-13(d)
(l)(ii)(b)

The "basis" used in the denominator of the
fraction involved in the computation of the
amount of gain or loss to be restored should
not be reduced by salvage value taken into
account in computing depreciation. This is
consistent with the theory that a depreciable
asset is disposed of through use and the part
represented by salvage value is not used up
or disposed of until the asset is ultimately
retired from use and sold, exchanged, or
scrapped.

The language of Proposed Regulations Section
1.1502-13(d)(1)(ii)(b) should be changed to
read:
",...and the denominator of which is
the basis of such property in the hands of such
member immediately after such property was
transferred to such member."
This provision should also make clear the fact
that combinations of property, such as land
and buildings, should be treated as separate
assets.

11
1.1502-13(d)(4)

This provision should be amended to make it
consistent with Regulations Section 1245.
Since the amount of the selling company's
deferred gain taken into account each year is
to be treated as ordinary income, it should
all go first against any part of the selling
member's gain which is characterized as ordinary
income under Section 1245, Section 1250, or some
other section. This would be entirely consis
tent with the approach under the regulations
covering the instalment sale of Section 1245
property.
(See Regulations Section 1.1245-6
(d)(1).)
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Section
1.1502-13(e)(2)

12

Provision should be made for the situation in
which the purchasing member-vendor would wish
to report on the instalment method but cannot
because it sells at a loss, even though to the
group there would be a net gain because of the
deferred gain to the selling member. It would
seem equitable to permit the Instalment method
here.
13

1.1502-13(f)(1)(ii)

If real property is repossessed, a special rule
is needed in the light of the recent amendments
to Section 1038.
14

1.1502-13(f)(1)(iii)

An exception to this rule should be provided
in the case where the group technically ceases
to exist because the parent is absorbed or
acquired by a new common parent.
15

1.1502-13(f)(1)
(iv) and (vii)

These provisions require the reporting of
deferred income solely on the basis of decon
solidation even though the group remains intact.
The provisions apply to deferred gains or losses
on inventory, or if consolidated returns are
filed for less than three consecutive taxable
years.

If the concept of deferred accounting is sound,
as we believe it is, deferral should survive
deconsolidation and deferred gains and losses
should be restored in the normal course upon
realization outside the group. This is the
rule provided for other deferred items and
there appears to be no persuasive reason to
depart from it in the case of Inventory gains
and losses.

The rule triggering restoration on deconsolida
tion following less than three consecutive con
solidated returns would penalize a group which,
for genuine reasons, wishes to file separate re
turns. This penalty would apply even where
there is a major change in the law which prompts
the Commissioner to grant blanket permission to
deconsolidate. In that situation all groups
should be permitted to deconsolidate without
penalty. It is believed that the requirement
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Section

(cont'd.)

for permission of the Commissioner in itself
provides sufficient safeguards against
capricious in-and-out consolidations.

16
1.1502-13(f)(2)(ii)

This exception to the rule in Proposed Regulations
Section 1.1502-13(f)(1)(iii) should be expanded
to include the "downstream merger" which ter
minates the group because no subsidiary remains.
17

1.1502-14(d)

The entire concept of the "wash amount" and the
application of this concept requires clarifica
tion and illustration by examples.

18

1.1502-15(a)(2)

The definition of "built-in deductions" should
be restricted to include only those items presently
specified in Regulations Section 1.1502-31(b)(9).
In any event, built-in deductions should not
include depreciation, amortization or depletion.
All retroactivity should be eliminated, and if
the first recommendation above is not adopted
the present rule should be retained for companies
which were members of the group at the start of
the first taxable year beginning after 1965.

19
1.1502-15(a)(2)

A separate return limitation year should be
defined for this purpose without reference to
a multiple surtax election.
(See comment
No. 2 under Proposed Regulations Section
1.1502-1(f).)

20
1.1502-15(a)(3)(i)

The 10-year period should be reduced to 5
years.

21
1.1502-15(a)(3)

An additional exception should be provided if
at the time a company became a member of the
group the fair market value of 100% of its stock
was not less than 85% of the aggregate adjusted
basis of all of its assets less its liabilities.
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22

Section
1.1502-19

The provision requiring the reporting of "excess
losses” should be eliminated. In no other pro
vision of the Code or Regulations is "negative
basis" subject to tax, and Congress has consis
tently refrained from legislating the concept
of income on account of negative basis.

We have set forth our comments on the basis
adjustment rules of Proposed Regulations
Section 1.1502-32 below.
We believe an equitable
and reasonable approach can be designed which
will prevent abuse, accord with economic reality,
and be in harmony with statutory concepts found
elsewhere in the Internal Revenue Code if a
coordination is sought between the rules provided
in Regulations under Section 1552 and in Proposed
Regulations Section 1.1502-32.

Without amending our basic general objection to
the excess losses approach, we offer these
specific comments:
1.

The reporting of excess losses as
ordinary Income can be grossly
inequitable if the excess losses
arise out of basis adjustments
from capital losses or dividends,
which produced tax benefits to
the group at substantially lower
rates than full ordinary income
rates.

2.

The last sentence of Proposed
Regulations Section 1.1502-19
effectively prescribes retroactivity,
and this limit
ation on basis should
be removed.
23

1.1502-21(b)(3)(ii)
1.1502-21(c)(3)
Ex.(2)
1.1502-22(b)(2)(ii)

In applying losses to a taxable year on a "pro
rata" basis, a tentative application should be
made first taking into account all losses,
irrespective of restrictions imposed by the
separate return limitation year rule or the
consolidated return change of ownership rule.
The tentative amount should then be subject
to these limit
ation rules, and, if other un
limited losses are available, these should
be absorbed.
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Section
(cont'd.)

Relating this suggestion to Example (2) would
produce the following results:

1.

From the taxable year ended December
31, 1967 P had $12,000 and S had
$6,000 of loss carryovers which could be
carried to 1968 if no limitations
applied.

2.

Using the ratio based on step 1 a
tentative pro rata utilization would
be determined to be
P's

12/18 x $7,000

S's

6/18 x $7,000
Total

3.

= $4,667
=

2,333

$7,000

Utilization of S's loss would be
limited to $2,000 under the separate
return limitation rule, but utilization
of P's loss is unlimited. Accordingly,
the final absorption would be:
P's (unlimited)

$5,000

S's ($2,333, but
2,000
limited to $2,000)
Total absorption
$7,000

24

1.1502-21(e)(1)

The change-of-business concept of Section 382(a)
should be applied on a consolidated group basis
rather than on a company-by-company basis. If
a change of business of an affiliate is not
sufficient to constitute a change of business
from the point of view of the entire group,
Section 382(a) should not come into play.
Otherwise the Section 382(a) rules should
operate to deny loss carryovers of the entire
group.

25
1.1502-22(c)(2)(i)
and (d)(2)(i)

The status of Section 1231 losses for the purpose
of this recomputation should be "frozen" to the
treatment based on the consolidated net result,
irrespective of the net result of the members to
which the recomputation applies.
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Section
1.1502-24(b)

26

While nontechnical policy considerations may
have prevailed, we take note of the inconsistency
apparent in the lack of limitations on charitable
contribution deduction carryovers.

27

1.1502-31(b)(4)(i)

The basis of the property should not depend on
the basis of the stock actually exchanged, since
in 100% ownership cases this is immaterial. A
rule similar to that followed by the IRS in
partial liquidations should be prescribed. In
essence, this would require reference to the actual
proportionate contraction rather than to the shares
actually surrendered.
28

1.1502-32

The promulgation of rules for basis adjustments
(and their Interplay with the rules on excess
losses) should be withheld until reasonable and
equitable rules are promulgated under Section 1552,
relating to the allocation of consolidated tax
liability for earnings and profits.

The proposed regulations adopt the theory that
the tax benefit from losses of affiliates is
necessarily appropriated by the parent or other
affiliate owning the shares of the loss affiliate.
As a business matter this is frequently not true,
especially where there may be minority interests.

Reasonable rules should be provided under Section
1552 which accommodate appropriate financial adjust
ments among affiliates on account of consolidated
tax liability, and any basis adjustment rules
should take into account the financial tax liability
adjustments which actually take place.

As an example, if the profit members of a group
actually pay over to a loss member the tax benefit
of consolidated utilization of its losses, no
basis adjustment should be required. The proper
treatment of this transaction should be a reduction
in the earnings and profits of the paying members
and an increase in the earnings and profits of
the receiving member.
In any event, whatever new basis adjustment rules
are promulgated should not be retroactive, as the
proposed provisions are. Basis at the beginning of
the first year beginning after 1965 should be
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Section
(cont'd.)

determined under the present regulations, and any
new rules should apply only prospectively with
respect to events after that time.

29

1.1502-34

Section 902(a) should be added to the Code sections
enumerated here.

30
1.1502-75(b)(3)

The rule of the present regulations should be
retained. Present regulations provide for
notice from the Commissioner and a period for
compliance where a subsidiary is omitted.
(Regulations Section l.1502-18(a).)

31
1.1502-75(c)(1)

The period for requesting permission to discon
tinue consolidated returns should Include exten
sions. All the facts which bear upon the request
may not be known within 2½ months after the close
of the year.

32

1.1502-75(c)(1)(ii)

One of the requirements of this provision is a
comparison of the consolidated and separate
return tax liability under both the old and
new law. Obtaining these figures, even by the
extended due date, is difficult if not impossible.
This comparison should be based on a showing of
tendency in the light of transactions that have
been entered into. The comparison should not
involve an exact computation.
33

1.1502-76(b)(2)

Section 443(b) requires no annualization for a
part of a year included in a separate return
unassociated with any change in accounting period.
The proposed rule requiring annualization goes
beyond the statute.
34

1.1502-76(b)(5)

An additional rule should be provided to coVer
the situation now covered in the present regula
tions - that is, that a subsidiary may be con
sidered to have been a member of the group for
the entire year of the group if the period for
which it was actually not a member does not
exceed 30 days.
-9-

35

General -

Present Regulations Section 1.1502-31(b)(3)(i)(b)
requires amendment to permit a 1964 separate re
turn loss to be carried to a 1965 consolidated
return without limitation if the conditions stated
there are met.
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Part II.

Mechanical Technical Comments

Section

1.1502-3(c)(2)

1

In providing for the computation of the limita
tion on investment credit carryovers and carry
backs from separate return years, it should be
made clear that no proration is required of
the single consolidated return surtax exemption.
2

1.1502-3(c)(2)

This provision should set forth examples of
the recomputations which are required in com
puting the limitation on Investment credit
carryovers and carrybacks from separate return
years. The examples should illustrate the
exclusion of the items of Income and deductions
of the member of the group to which the limita
tion is being applied. The examples' should
also demonstrate how tax credits, such as the
foreign tax credit, are to be taken into
account.
3

1.1502-3(e)(2)

A detailed explanation, including examples,
should be provided regarding the application
of the surtax exemption to the computation of
the limitation on investment credit carryovers
where there has been a consolidated return
change of ownership.

4

1.1502-4(d)(1)(i)

An element in the computation of the limitation
on the consolidated foreign tax credit concerns
the adjusted foreign source income of the
members of the consolidated group. Either
rules or an example should be provided Illustrating
the computation of the net operating loss deduction
and other of the adjustments attributable to such
foreign source income.
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Section
1.1502-4(j)
Example (1)

5
It should be specified clearly that the $2,000
of deferred profit will constitute foreign
source income when it ceases to be deferred.
(See the recommendation under Proposed Regula
tions Section 1.1502-13(c)(4).)

6
1.1502-5(c)
Example (3)

This example should provide an illustration of
the rules regarding the filing of a declaration
of estimated tax and the payment of estimated
tax applicable to the corporation entering or
leaving the affiliated group.

7

1.1502-18(c)(1)

The first full sentence of this provision should
be changed to begin as follows:
"The term un
recovered initial inventory amount ...” Instead
of "The term unrecovered inventory amount . . .."
This would conform the language of this provision
to the language in the heading under "(c)" and

8
1.1502-18(d)
Example (4)

The omission of "T" from this example is confusing.
This should be clarified.
9

1.1502-75(f)(2)

The heading of this provision should read:
"Allocation of tax paid." It now reads:
"Allocation of tax liability." The reference
in the language of this provision is to the
allocation of amounts of tax which have been
assessed and paid upon the basis of a consoli
dated return.
10

1.1502-79(b)(2)( ii)

The term "section 1231 net loss" requires
clarification.
If the intention underlying this
term is to take Section 1231 losses into account
when there is a consolidated net gain and thereby
treat all Section 1231 gains and losses as capital
gains and losses, this should be clearly stated.

11
General -

A provision similar to Regulations Section
1.1502-2(f) of the present regulations should be
included.
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